
GENERAL F.A.Q 

 

Q - How Many Guests Can You Accommodate in the Day and the Evening?

A – Maximum capacity for a sit  down meal is 120,  or 140 for your Evening Reception.  If  you

need more space we can bolt a marquee on to the front of the Barn, please discuss this with

our Wedding Manager to discuss the various sizes and costs.

 

Q - Will  ours be the only wedding at your venue on our wedding day?

A – Absolutely!  We believe that you shouldn’t have to share your big day with anyone other

than those you love!  The Tithe Barn and Gardens are all  yours!

 

Q - Do you have enough parking for our guests?

A - Absolutely,  as well  as the main car park,  we have a second car park which runs the whole

length of the back of the Barn and round the corner!

 

Q - Are you suitable for wheelchairs and pushchairs?

A – Yes,  our venue is easily accessible.  We provide both disabled toilet facilities and a baby

changing facility.  Unfortunately all  of  our Hotel bedrooms are accessed by stairs,  with no

lift .  The nearest Hotel with bedrooms with lifts is only 5 minutes away. 

 

Q - Do you have recommended suppliers?

A - We have lists on our website of people we’ve worked with and loved but we don’t hold you

to this,  you’re free to choose whoever you want to,  it ’s  just there to help if  you need it?

 

Q - Do we get exclusive use?

A - The Barn, Marquee & Garden Area are exclusively yours throughout the day.  There will  be

Restaurant diners within the Hotel ,  however there’s is no “crossing” of guests and our

Wedding teams are totally dedicated to you! You get the added bonus of being able to come

back to celebrate your Anniversary and Birthdays,  something that fully Exclusive venues can

not offer - once you’ve left the building,  you don’t get to return, with us we LOVE to see you

again!

 

Q - Who will  be our point of contact leading up to our Wedding?

A - We have a wealth of information on our website,  with around 99% of commonly asked

questions available to view anytime after booking,  however anything you need along the way

Gemma & Jo are on hand to help.

 

Q – Can we add guests on?

A – Our maximum capacity is 120 for sit  down Wedding breakfast or 140 for Evening – so feel

free to increase numbers up to this l imit,  although a marquee can be bolted on to the front of

the Barn should you require more space? We won’t take your final numbers until  6 weeks

before the Wedding so plenty of time for fluctuation!

 


